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Updated Washington SEL Capacity-Building Training Series calendar

September 2020

Promoting Equity Through SEL

November 2020

Collaborating With Community Members as Partners for SEL

January 2021

Promoting Academic Success Through SEL

(90-minute webinar)
(90-minute webinar)

February/March 2021 Building SEL Into Multi-Tiered Systems of Support

(Four-hour in-person session)
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Essential Elements of the Washington SEL Implementation Guide

(Source: Washington SEL Indicators Workgroup, 2019, p. C-26)
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Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Welcome
Current issues and the connection
to Washington SEL resources
Promoting equity through SEL
and culturally responsive practices
Trauma-informed practices for
SEL, wellness, and equity
Reflecting on equity in
developing SEL plans
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Current Issues and the Connection to Washington SEL
Resources
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A quote from Berger, Berman, Garcia, & Deasy

“Good intentions to develop the whole child mean nothing
if they are not grounded in a fierce commitment to equity.”
– Berger, Berman, Garcia, & Deasy, 2019
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SEL and Equity share a common focus

(Source: REL Midwest, n.d.)
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Educator
Social and
Emotional
Awareness,
Skills, and
Well-Being

Student
Social,
Emotional,
and Academic
Development

Learning
Environment

Student SEL is part of a bigger, complex
system of relationships that includes adults
and learning environments.
Therefore, the urgent need to eliminate
systemic inequity requires us to ask:

How can SEL intentionally support
diversity, equity, and inclusion in
our schools?

(Source: Schonert-Reichl, 2017)
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SEL Equity Opportunities and Challenges

SEL Equity Opportunities

SEL Equity Challenges

SEL emphasizes development
of the whole child

… yet few models consider
context and culture.

SEL highlights the role of
relationships in learning

… yet few models explicitly
address issues of power.

SEL names important student
mindsets and skill sets

… yet few models include
indicators of adult SEL.

(Sources: Barnes, 2019; Hecht & Shin, 2015; Jagers, Rivas-Drake, & Williams, 2019; Mahfouz & Anthony-Stevens, 2020; Simmons, Brackett, & Adler; 2018; Taylor. Oberle, Durlak, & Weissberg, 2017)
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Barnes (2019) conducted a review of 66 evidence-based SEL
programs commonly used in urban U.S. schools to identify
programs that were designed or adapted for specific cultural groups.
 Nine programs met the criterion for culturally responsive SEL
 No programs explicitly addressed racism and the role of racism
on social and emotional development
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“Transformative SEL requires
explicit critical examination of the root
causes of racial and economic
inequities to foster the desired critical
self- and social awareness and
responsible individual and collective
actions in young people and adults.”
– Jagers et al., 2019, p. 178

Systems-Level Considerations
 Situate SEL as part of larger efforts
to promote inclusive school climate.
 Expand SEL goals to include
concepts such as agency, belonging,
identity, and engagement.
 Promote the use of culturally
responsive and student-centered
instructional practices.

Key Take-Away: SEL can be a tool to maintain the status quo—or a tool to transform our communities.
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So, given the dynamic state of the field, what can Washington
educators do to ensure our SEL plans go beyond equality to
advance equity and justice?
How can we use the Washington SEL resources in this
process?
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Educators can focus on cultivating the
inclusive learning environments and
positive relationships that are central
to the vision outlined in the
Washington State SEL
Implementation Guide.

(Source: Washington SEL Indicators Workgroup, 2019, p. C-7)
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A quote from Washington SEL Indicators Workgroup

“If we rush to implement SEL without simultaneously addressing issues related to equity and inclusion,
we run the risk of reinforcing inequities in our schools and in our communities.”
“By developing SEL plans starting with equity in mind, Washington state can fulfill on its promise to
help all students do better in school and lead more successful and fulfilling lives.”
– Washington SEL Indicators Workgroup, 2019, p. C-10
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Examples of equity in the Washington SEL resources
• Washington State SEL Implementation Guide
– Guiding Principles and Essential Elements
• Briefs
– Culturally Responsive SEL and Equity
• Online Training Module
– Learning Segment 4: Integrating SEL Into Culturally Responsive Classrooms
• Washington State SEL Standards, Benchmarks, and Indicators
– Standard 1: Self-Awareness and Social Awareness

(Source: Washington SEL Indicators Workgroup, 2019)
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Washington state SEL guiding principles we will focus on today
Equity
• Ensuring each child receives what they need to achieve their full academic
and social potential

Cultural Responsiveness
• Drawing on students’ unique strengths and experiences while orienting
learning in relation to individuals’ cultural context

Trauma-Informed Practices
• Recognizing the unique strengths and challenges of children and youth in light
of the adversities they face

(Source: Washington SEL Indicators Workgroup, 2019)
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Chat activity

What are some examples of
how these guiding principles
inform your SEL work?

 Equity
 Cultural responsiveness
 Trauma-informed practices
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Promoting Equity Through SEL and
Culturally Responsive Practices
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Optimum
learning
conditions
for equity

• Welcome and affirm each person’s racial and
cultural identities
• Integrate SEL throughout the school day
o
SEL modeling, teaching, and coaching
o
Respecting and valuing differences
o
Culturally grounded communication
• Ensure physical, social, and emotional safety
• Strengthen relationships among adults,
students, and families
(Sources: Berg et al., 2017; New York State Education Department, 2018)
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Reflection questions to promote self-awareness and examine
systemic inequities
Do all students have equitable access to highquality SEL opportunities, regardless of gender,
race, ethnicity, language, disability, background,
or family income?
Does SEL instruction incorporate culturally
responsive strategies that promote equity in school
culture and climate for all students?
If not, which students are advantaged in your
setting, and which students are disadvantaged?
(Sources: The Aspen Education & Society Program and the Council of Chief State School Officers, 2017)
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Building adult capacity to promote
equity through SEL
1. Relationships that value differences
2. Welcoming and inclusive environments
3. Culturally responsive practices blended
with SEL
• Being aware of one’s own biases and
helping others to do the same
• Honoring and listening to voice
• Using perspective-taking and empathy

(Sources: Berg et al., 2017; New York State Education Department, 2018)
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Barriers to equity in
social, emotional, and
academic development

Implicit bias
in school
staff
members
Lack of
traumainformed
school
practices

Poverty

Five Barriers
Contributing
to
Inequitable
Access

Exclusionary
discipline
practices
and policies

Educators’
stress and
burnout

(Source: Simmons et al., 2018)
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Poll activity
Thinking about SEL and what you have learned in this training, rank the following in
order of priority for building equity in SEL in your school, district, or organization:
• Adults ensure all students know their cultural background and lived experiences are assets
for their learning now and in the future.
• Adults build relationships that reflect an appreciation for similarities and differences in
cultural backgrounds.
• Adults model, teach, and coach students in using SEL to connect with others from
different racial or cultural backgrounds.
• Adults are aware of their own biases, and they are learning culturally responsive strategies
to achieve systemic equity.

Feel free to share your successes, challenges, or questions in the chat box.
25

Barriers to equity in caring adult-student relationships
Implicit bias
Attitudes or stereotypes that affect our decisions and actions unconsciously
• Tendency to hold implicit biases that favor our own “group”
• May not align with what we say we believe
• Can change!

(Sources: Sue, Lin, Torino, Capodilupo, & Rivera, 2009; Simmons et al., 2018)
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Barriers to equity in caring adult-student relationships
Spotlighting:
• Being positioned as the “expert” informant
• Being stared at during discussions on race,
religion, and/or sexual orientation
• Guilty by association

(Source: Carter Andrews, 2012)
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Spotlighting
“For most of my classes, I’m the only
Black person in the room, and it feels like
there’s a lotta pressure or attention on me
…when we talk about racial issues and talk
about Blacks and Whites, like I’m expected
to know everything … I guess they assume
just cuz we’re Black that we know
everything about Africa, what went on in
Africa.”

(Sources: Carter Andrews, 2012; p.13; Kim, 2013)

Barriers to equity in caring adult-student relationships
Invisibility and differential treatment
• Ignoring and/or devaluing thoughts
• Minimal to no eye contact
• Dehumanizing: the use of derogatory racial slurs

(Source: Carter Andrews, 2012)
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Invisibility and differential
treatment
“I don’t know if it’s because I don’t talk as
much. It’s annoying after a while—that I
would say it, and they would all pretend
that they’re thinking about it or whatever.
Then somebody else [a White student]
would say it, and it’s like, ‘Oh yeah, write
it down.’ It happens more than once. And I
feel like my answer is not good enough
coming from me or something like that.”

(Sources: Carter Andrews, 2012, p. 30; Kim 2013)

Colorblind
• Ignoring the important role racial identity
has for developing concepts of self
• Implying that one’s experiences based on
race are not important

(Source: Kim, 2013)

Implicit bias and microaggressions are
barriers to equity and building trusting,
caring teacher-student relationships.
Implicit bias is unconscious.
Microaggressions may be
unintentional.
(Source: Sue et al., 2009)
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Skills that promote equity and strengthen relationships
Perspective-taking is the ability to imagine what others might be thinking or feeling
• More likely to produce empathy
• Increases positive opinions or evaluation of the person
Perspective-taking and empathy promote equity
• Acknowledge that perspectives may be different
• Model and encourage perspective-taking
• Ask others for their opinions
• Learn and value the opinions or perspectives of others

(Sources: Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000; Weyant, 2007)
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Building adult capacity to promote equity through SEL

How adults can
promote equity
through SEL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be aware of their own biases
Create a welcoming classroom and school climate
Value and affirm cultural differences
Show genuine interest in students as individuals
Have high expectations for each student
Set up opportunities for students to learn about and share
their cultural backgrounds
Engage in professional learning and self-reflection on
equity

(Sources: Brackett et al., 2011; Crosnoe, Johnson, & Elder, 2004; Murkuria, 2002; Simmons et al., 2013)
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Breakout activity 1
Thinking about equity in SEL and what you have learned in this training,
share your answers to the following questions with your breakout group.
• Is establishing a welcoming and inclusive learning environment for all
students a priority in your school, district, or organization?
• What are some examples of capacity-building opportunities that have
helped or could help your school, district, or organization be more
welcoming and affirming to all students?
Share in the chat box!
35

Culturally Responsive Practices

36

How do we help adults and
students build positive
relationships across cultural,
racial, and other
differences—especially in
aspects of culture that are
not visible?

(Source: A Kid’s Guide to Canada, 2018)
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Prevent cultural misunderstandings
Cultural misunderstandings …
• Are caused by a lack of knowledge about another person’s cultural
values, norms, styles, and language, which may lead to
miscommunication
• Can be a word, gesture, object, or social context that has different
meanings in two cultures

(Source: Irvine, 1990)
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Individualism vs Collectivism

Individualism

•
•
•
•

Individualist culture
Well-being of individual
Independence and self-reliance
Cognitive intelligence
Self-expression, self-esteem, task
orientation

Collectivism

•
•
•
•

Collectivist culture
Well-being of group
Interdependence and cooperation
Social intelligence
Respect, modesty, social orientation

(Source: Rothstein-Risch & Trumball, 2008)
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Individualist to collectivist
• In a classroom of predominantly Latinx students, the teacher described one method of
motivating students.
“For many years, I had known about having charts where children’s names are up, and
they collect stars when they pass different things, especially used in math … I went ahead
and tried it, but I was never happy with it, and it wasn’t always completed. For a while, I
put it on the inside of the closet door. It was a struggle for me, but I didn’t know why.”

(Source: Trumbull & Rothstein-Fisch, 2011, p. 36)
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Individualism vs Collectivism

Individualism

Individualist approach

In a classroom of predominantly Latinx
students, the teachers used a “star” chart to
document each multiplication math fact each
student memorized. She thought this chart
would motivate students, but they didn’t
seem interested.

Collectivism

Collectivist approach

“We all looked at the chart together and
talked about it … The students asked,
‘Wouldn’t it be neat if it would be a solid
block of stars and the whole chart was filled
in?’ and everybody said, ‘Yeah, yeah, that
would be so neat.’”

(Source: Trumbull & Rothstein-Fisch, 2011, p. 37)
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Systems conditions for promoting equity through SEL
• Value differences in students’ culture, lived experience, and
unique self-identity as assets to the learning environment
• Blend SEL and culturally responsive-sustaining frameworks
o Create student-centered learning environments
o Engage students, families, and community members
o Build adult-student relationships that value similarities and
differences
(Sources: Berg et al., 2017; Jagers et al., 2019; New York State Education Department, 2018)
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Systems conditions for promoting equity through SEL
Increase adult capacity through professional
learning and supports to:
o

o

o

o

Know their own biases and how these biases
influence their SEL instruction
Create opportunities to learn about their students’
cultural backgrounds
Model, coach, and teach perspective-taking,
empathy, and other SEL skills that promote positive
relationships, school climate, and equity
Engage in self-reflection and continuous learning

(Sources: Anyon, Jenson, Altschul, & Farrar, 2014; Braun, Roeser, Mashburn, & Skinner, 2019; Collier, Shapka, Perry, & Martin, 2017; Crosnoe et al., 2004; Diamond,
Justice, Siegler, & Snyder, 2013; Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2012; Okonofua, Paunesku, & Walton, 2015; Weyant, 2007)
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Systems conditions for promoting equity through SEL
• Use data and evidence to select and teach culturally responsive SEL
o
Mindfulness
o
Restorative justice practices
o
Perspective-taking and empathy skills
o
Trauma-informed practices

(Sources: Anyon, et al., 2014; Braun et al., 2019; Collier et al., 2017; Crosnoe et al., 2004; Diamond et al., 2013;
Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2012; Okonofua et al., 2015; Weyant, 2007)
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Implicit bias
in school
staff
members

Remove barriers to equity
in social, emotional, and
academic development
Lack of
traumainformed
school
practices

Poverty

Five Barriers
Contributing
to
Inequitable
Access

Exclusionary
discipline
practices
and policies

Educators’
stress and
burnout

(Source: Simmons et al., 2018)
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Trauma-Informed Practices for SEL, Wellness, and Equity
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Educator
Social and
Emotional
Awareness,
Skills, and
Well-Being

Student
Social,
Emotional,
and Academic
Development

Learning
Environment

Implementing quality SEL includes
educator wellness supports and
trauma-informed practices.
Healthy educators with training in
SEL and trauma-informed practices
foster a positive learning
environment for all students.

(Source: Schonert-Reichl, 2017)
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Washington State SEL
Implementation Guide
Trauma-informed practices …
recognize the unique strengths and
challenges of children and youth in
light of the adversities they face

(Source: Washington SEL Indicators Workgroup, 2019, p. C-5)
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SEL and trauma-informed practices are built on positive relationships
“SEL also helps to create a climate in which all youth, including youth who
have experienced trauma, feel respected and supported. These relationships
and partnerships provide a foundation both for trauma-informed responses and
for supporting [SEL]. In this way, trauma-informed practices can be thought of
as ‘healing-centered’ practices.”
– Washington SEL Indicators Workgroup, 2019, p. C-22
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Trauma-informed SEL promotes positive relationships and climate
Understand the
effects of trauma on
the developing brain

Ensure a physically
and emotionally
safe learning
environment

Recognize the signs
and symptoms of
trauma

Recognize the
survival strategies
employed by
students who have
experienced trauma
(Source: DeCandia & Guarino, 2015)
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Trauma responses may supersede typical social and emotional skills
• A person’s response to trauma affects cognitive,
emotional, and social responses
• Acute trauma impairs normal responses temporarily, and
chronic trauma impairs responses long term

(Sources: Crosby, Howell, & Thomas, 2018, Hammond, 2015)
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Trauma-informed classroom management and discipline
Typical Disciplinary Experience

Trauma-Informed SEL School Experience

Discipline and classroom management are often
grounded in schoolwide plans focused on safe
schools, anti-bullying, and zero tolerance.

Classroom management is based on positive
expectations and using discipline as an opportunity
to teach. Discipline may be flexible, as students are
part of the solution to promote restorative justice.

Students are referred to additional negative
consequences (sent out of room, suspended, loss of
recess, etc.) when they show apathy or defiance.

Students and teachers know when and how to
use coping strategies and provide time and space
for students and educators to connect.

Students are disengaged with school.

Students are engaged with school.

(Sources: Crosby et al., 2018; Pawlo, Lorenzo, Eichert, & Elias 2019, Winninghoff, 2020)
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Microaggressions can contribute to traumatic responses
Microaggressions trigger the
trauma response in an
individual’s brain that can
affect mental health.
Individuals who experience
microaggressions have higher
depression symptoms, lower
self-esteem, and anxiety.

(Sources: Kim, 2013; Nadal, Erazo & King, 2019)
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System-level support for trauma-informed SEL
Teaching Staff

School/District Leadership

It is everyday practice for all

Uphold the strategies for students and
colleagues

Provide implementation support

It has a strengths-based focus

Develop sense of positive purpose

Create a school climate that focuses
on strengths

It embeds a social justice perspective

Review instructional resources and
engage student voice

Engage student and community
voice

Consider historical, cultural, and political
contexts
Refine and support a flexible framework

Review discipline data to identify
patterns
Develop, publicize, and support a
flexible framework

It has disciplinary alternatives
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Poll activity
In a 2016 study, what percentage of teachers identified as having high daily stress that
compromised their health, sleep, quality of life, and teaching performance?
a.
b.
c.
d.

37%
46%
58%
92%

(Source: Greenberg, Brown, & Abenavoli, 2016)
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Educator
Social and
Emotional
Awareness,
Skills, and
Well-Being

Student
Social,
Emotional,
and Academic
Development

Educator SEL and wellness supports
SEL and trauma-informed practices.

Learning
Environment

(Source: Schonert-Reichl, 2017)
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Educator health affects student outcomes
Educators are in high-stress positions, but when they have the tools to support their own
social and emotional responses, both systems and students benefit.
Educator stress hurts schools, teachers,
students, and communities
• Greater physical health problems
• Higher turnover
– Higher costs of recruitment and
professional learning
– Inequity in education access due to
destabilization in continuity of
relationships
• Poor performance and lowered student
outcomes

The students of teachers with higher coping skills
experience better outcomes in terms of academic
success, as well as pro-social behavior.
– Even a slight increase in an educator’s
coping ability significantly affects
students’ pro-social development.
– It is important for school leaders to
screen teachers based on their levels of
stress, coping, and burnout to identify
and provide supportive services.
(Sources: Greenberg et al., 2016, Herman, Hickmon-Rosa, & Reinke, 2018)
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Educator wellness
Individual supports may include:
• Workplace wellness programs, which contribute to lower levels of emotional exhaustion, as well as
physical health benefits
• SEL programs, including training and implementing with fidelity
• Mindfulness practices and programs, which help with educator emotional regulation and coping, as
well as stress reduction
• Professional learning designed to prepare for the stress of teaching
Organizational supports may include:
• Improving teaching conditions
o
o
o
o

Organizational leadership
Quality peer interactions
Collaboration
Influence on school and classroom decisions
(Sources: Greenberg et al., 2016; Jennings, Minnici, & Yoder, 2019)
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Breakout activity 2
Thinking about equity in SEL and what you have learned in this training,
share your answers to the following questions with your breakout group.
• Is improving equitable access to high-quality SEL opportunities a
capacity-building priority for your setting? If so, who is advantaged by
current SEL practices? Who is disadvantaged?
• What supports are already in place that encourage educators to implement
culturally responsive SEL and promote equity for all students? What
additional supports may be needed?
Share in the chat box!
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Reflecting on Equity in Developing SEL Plans

60

Systems
conditions

• What are our explicit and implicit goals for student and adult SEL?
• How well do our SEL goals and strategies build on student
strengths and resonate with the cultural values of our families?
• In what ways can our policies and procedures encourage
relationship building among diverse students and teachers?
• How can we further integrate our SEL and equity initiatives?
• Where are there missed opportunities or gaps?

(Sources: Jagers et al., 2019; Petrokubi, Bates, & Malinis, 2019)
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Adult
capacity
building

•How do we prepare staff members to facilitate SEL strategies
that recognize and build on students’ cultures and strengths?
•What opportunities do we provide for staff members to
strengthen their own self-awareness and social awareness? How
do we coach them in using these skills with students?
•How can we use formative data about school/classroom climate
and SEL implementation to improve practice?

(Sources: Jagers et al., 2019; Petrokubi et al., 2019)
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Collaboration
with students,
families, and
communities

•How are we engaging students and families in developing our
schoolwide vision for SEL?
•How are students and families involved in selecting, adapting,
or evaluating our SEL programs and strategies?
•What opportunities do students and families have to propose
strategies to improve school climate?

(Sources: Jagers et al., 2019; Petrokubi et al., 2019)
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Next meeting

November 19, 2020
3 to 4:30 p.m.
Collaborating With
Community Members as
Partners for SEL

Ask A REL
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/northwest/askarel/

Ask A REL is a collaborative reference desk
service provided by the 10 RELs. It functions in
much the same way as a technical reference
library, providing references, referrals, and brief
responses in the form of citations on researchbased education questions.
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